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I would define police brutality as something that occurs when a police officer acts with excessive force by using the
amount of force with regards to a subject that.

For this reason, training is necessary to inform officers of the laws and prevent situations where the
department or individual officer could be at risk of a lawsuit with the use of excessive force  By excessive
force, I suppose that the officer use more than the amount of force to get the undefendable under control. And
this fact must be changed. Whatever the excuse may be for these cases, there should be no need for violence
anywhere. Bribing a police officer is a automatic felony by law. One of the first documented dates back to ,
within which year-old activist Sideris Isidoropoulos was killed by police while he put up campaign posters on
a public building. Police forces must change and adapt to the changing of times. In November , the United
Nations Committee Against Torture expressed concern over the excessive use of force and brutality by law
enforcement personnel with regards to the Bronze night incident. The Police Act which was passed in , set out
the dissolution of the Russian Military and re-established the formation of the Estonian Police. In connection
with the police using excessive force against the demonstrators, the US President was strongly criticized for
the militarization of police. Police brutality can be defined as, when a police officer uses more force than
necessary. Which means a violation in department policies, a violation in constitutional protections or a
violation of the law itself. The law is on the side of the officers in this argument. Police brutality is a direct
violation of the laws within the police force. By comparison, US police academies only provide an average of
19 weeks of classroom instruction. Because of the nature of police work, there is a potential for deterioration
of these ethical and moral standards through deviance, misconduct, corruption, and favoritism. Examples[ edit
] In , 21 year-old Jens Arne Orskov Mathiason died while in police custody and on the way to prison. The
Issue of Police Brutality Towards African Americans and Caucasians African Americans and Caucasians live
in completely different worlds when it comes to perceptions of the criminal justice system and the role that
police play in society. Furthermore, it was later discovered that accused were only allowed to contact someone
and be assisted by a lawyer when brought before a judge and a number of detainees were denied access to a
doctor whilst in police custody even though they displayed visible injuries. After finding Camilo "attacking"
policemen with a gun in an attempt of escaping, was shot and killed by a headshot. Due to the overcrowded
detention centres many of the detainees were taken to cargo terminals in Tallinn's seaport. In addition, it is
clear that a certain degree of force is necessary but there is significant debate as to when it is exerted and to
what extent. No firearms were found upon investigation. I feel that police brutality happens when an officer
has the subject under control and then might take a leak the subject with a black stick, or use the taser gun on
the subject. Greek citizens have opposed these austerity measures from the beginning, showing their
disapproval with strikes and demonstrations. Public safety officers are trusted Studies show that blacks were
four times more likely to be searched or frisked by officers than whites Armstrong Williams 8. Although
uncommon, powers are sometimes abused and hence this leads to brutality from police officers. When these
police officers use an excessive form of violence to as part of an effort to maintain order, this is generally
referred to as police brutality. For example, the s and s focused primarily on guns and the physical control of
offenders to gain compliance; while the present day police duties require social skills such as human behavior,
emotions, attitudes and reactions Kinnaird  This group strongly demand the government to act against police
brutality and to reduce racism present across the police force in France.


